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Abstract.

Traditionally in Genetic Algorithms, the mutation probability parameter maintains a constant value during
the search. However, an important difficulty is to determine a priori which probability value is the best suited
for a given problem. Besides, there is a growing demand for up-to-date optimization software, applicable by
a non-specialist within an industrial development environment. These issues encourage us to propose an
adaptive evolutionary algorithm that includes a mechanism to modify the mutation probability without
external control. This process of dynamic adaptation happens while the algorithm is searching for the problem
solution. This eliminates a very expensive computational phase related to the pre-tuning of the algorithmic
parameters. We compare the performance of our adaptive proposal against traditional genetic algorithms with
fixed parameter values in a numerical way. The empirical comparisons, over a range of NK-Landscapes
instances, show that a genetic algorithm incorporating a strategy for adapting the mutation probability
outperforms the same algorithm using fixed mutation rates.

1. Introduction
During the design process of a Genetic Algorithm (GA), we need to instantiate several parameters to
specific values before the run of the algorithm, in order to obtain a robust search technique. This task is also
known as pre-tuning of algorithmic parameters. There are at least two possible approaches to determine the
optimal value of the parameters to use before the GA is initiated: parameter tuning and parameter control
[11]. The first one is related to make an extensive experimentation to determine, in an empirical way, which
parameter values actually give the best results for the problem at hand; this task implies an extra set up time,
which is computationally expensive and rarely reported in the literature. In this sense, several approaches
have been reported in the literature, such us Design of Experiments [20], F-RACE [7], and REVAC [19]. The
second approach consists in doing changes in the parameter values during a GA run. This requires initial
parameter values and suitable control strategies, which in turn can be deterministic, adaptive or self-adaptive.
These strategies manage information that influence the parameter values during the search and define a set of
criteria to produce changes. Our proposal follows an adaptive approach, which the most important precedent
is found in [9]. However, many relevant approaches have been proposed for adjusting GA parameters such as
genetic operator probabilities [17,24,25,26], selection methods [6,13], population size [4,12,23,28] in the
course of a genetic algorithm run.
Among the GA parameters, we can mention the mutation probability (pm) as a critical parameter to its
performance. Large values of pm transform the GA into a purely random search algorithm, while some
mutation is required to prevent the premature convergence of the GA to suboptimal solutions. Many different
fixed mutation probabilities for GAs have been suggested in the literature, which are derived from experience
o by trial-and-error. De Jong proposed pm=0.001 in [9] meanwhile Grefenstette suggested pm=0.01 [14].
According to Schaffer, pm should be set to [0.005, 0.01] [21]. In [5], Bäck proposed pm=1.75/( μ *L1/2), where
μ indicates the population size and L denotes the length of individuals. In [18], it is suggested that pm=1/L
should be generally “optimal”. It is very difficult, though not impossible, to find an appropriate parameter
setting for pm in order to reach an optimal performance.
This paper concentrates on adaptive approaches, in which the GA itself varies the mutation probability
depending on the genetic diversity present in the population. The new adaptive method improves the

behaviour of the GA, avoiding the premature convergence and lost of genetic diversity. Moreover, this
method is implemented without introducing any major changes to its original algorithm design. The algorithm
makes decisions during the search based on the current information, by using a control strategy based on the
current population entropy. As a consequence, the pm value changes throught the search, based on the
potential advantages that such changes could bring. The adaptation of pm value is important to allow the
search process to optimize its performance during run time. Moreover, it frees the user of the need to make
non-trivial decisions beforehand which are a very expensive task. An additional benefit of our adaptive
strategy is the reduction in the time related to the pre-tuning phase, because the mutation probability value
does not need to be tuned.
Researchers from the metaheuristics community have also been motivated on this subject proposing
methods for control the mutation probability, using different statistics from the current state of the search to
make their decisions. For instance, Thierens [27] recently proposed an adaptive mutation rate control
approaches based on the stochastic Manhattan learning algorithm. A recent research from Montero et al. [17]
proposed an adaptive approach for the genetic operator probabilities based on penalties and rewards,
considering the information of the operator performance in the last l previous generations. Blum et al. [8]
introduced a method of adapting mutation parameters based on the fitness frequency distribution, to determine
the current search state, and another that evaluates successful mutations and modulates probability density
functions of mutation steps. In order to prevent the premature convergence, Zai-jian [29] analysed the
drawbacks of the traditional mutation operator and presented a mutation operator based on information
entropy, that replaces it.
The performance of our proposed algorithm will be evaluated using the NK model [15]. This problem
provides a tuneable set of landscapes with increasing numbers of optima and decreasing fitness correlations as
K is increased. NK-Landscapes have been the center of several theoretical and empirical studies both for the
statistical properties of the generated landscapes and for their GA-hardness [1, 10].
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the outline of the current implementation of our
adaptive algorithm. In Section 3, addresses the optimization problem used. In Section 4, we present the
algorithmic parameterization. In the next section, we analyze the results from a numerical point of view.
Finally, we summarize the conclusions and discuss several lines for future research in Section 6.

2. Our Adaptive Proposal
In this section, we present the characteristics of the Adaptive Mutation Probability Genetic Algorithm
(APmGA) devised, which dynamically adjusts the mutation probability during the evolutionary process (see
the structure of the proposed approach in Algorithm 1). The algorithm creates an initial population P of μ
solutions in a random way, and then evaluates these solutions. After that, the population goes into a cycle
where it undertakes evolution, which means the application of stochastic operators such as selection,
recombination, and mutation to compute a whole generation of new λ individuals. The new population is built
up by selecting μ non-repeated individuals from the set of (μ+λ) existing ones. After that, each iteration ends
Algorithm 1 APmGA()
t = 0; {current generation}
initialize(P(t));
evaluate(P(t));
while{(t < maxgenerations) do
P'(t) = selection(P(t));
P'(t) = recombinate(P'(t));
P'(t) = mutate(P'(t), pm);
evaluate (P'(t));
P(t+1) = Replace(P'(t) ∪ P(t));
(ΔHk,ΔHk-1,pm)=Statistics(P(t+1));
if (t % epoch == 0) then
AdaptivePmControl(ΔHk,ΔHk-1,pm);
t = t + 1;
end while
return best_solution

with the computation of the statistics of the current population and the application of the adaptive mechanism
to dynamically set the mutation probability, which are described in following paragraphs. Finally, the best
solution is identified as the best individual ever found that maximizes the fitness function.
The objective of our adaptive strategy is to increase pm if the genetic diversity is gradually lost in order to
maintain a population distributed in the search space. Otherwise, the pm value is reduced when an increase in
the population diversity is observed. Therefore, these changes in the pm value are also an additional source for
a good balance between exploration and exploitation, intrinsic to the adaptive criterion.
Furthermore, this strategy monitors the genotypic diversity present in the population using the Shannon
entropy metric [22], following the ideas presented in [2]. When the entropy value is closed to 0, the
population contains identical individuals; otherwise it is positive and maximal when all the individuals in the
population are different.
The strategy control uses the population entropy at the end of each epoch (a certain number of consecutive
generations). Then it computes the variation of the current entropy at the k epoch (Hk) and entropy from the
previous k-1 epoch (Hk-1), denoted as ΔHk= Hk - Hk-1. This variation, ΔHk, is compared with the one observed
in previous epoch (ΔHk-1= Hk-1 - Hk-2), as shown in Algorithm 2. In this way, when the entropic variations
decrease at least in a factor of ε indicate lost of diversity, in a consequence the mutation probability value
will be changed by adding a constant factor (α). Otherwise, the pm value is decreased by subtracting the α
value. In order to prevent the overshooting of pm, this algorithm controls that pm belongs to [pmLB, pmUB];
where the lower bound of pm is pmLB =0.001 and the upper bound is pmUB =0.1. These bounds are selected
taking into the account the values suggested in literature, as mention in Section 1.
The algorithm policy in APmGA is different from all approaches described above. In [27], the authors use
a different criterion to modify pm based on stochastic Manhattan learning algorithm. APmGA is different from
[17] because we do not use a policy of penalty and rewards. In [8], pm is varied considering the fitness
frequency distribution. Finally, Zai-jian [29] uses the entropy value to modify the mutation operator instead of
the probability mutation values as we did in this work.

3. NK-Landscapes
An NK-Landscape is a fitness function f : { 0,1 }N → R on binary strings, where N is the bit string length
and K is the number of bits in the string that epistatically interact with each bit, i.e., K stands for the number
of other genes that epistatically affect the contribution of each gene to the overall fitness value of the string.
Each gene xi, where 1 = xi = N, contributes to the total fitness of the genotype depending on the value of its
allele and on those of each of the K other genes to which it is linked. Thus K must fall between 0 and N-1. For
K = 0, there are no interaction among genes and a single-peak landscape is obtained; in the other extreme (for
K= N-1), all genes interact each other in constructing the fitness landscape, so a completely random landscape
is obtained (a maximally rugged landscape). Varying K from 0 to N-1 gives a family of increasingly rugged
multi-peaked landscapes.

Algorithm 2 AdaptivePmControl(ΔHk, ΔHk-1,pm) function
{Adapt the pm value}
if ΔHk < (1+ε).ΔHk-1 then
pm= pm+α
else
pm= pm-α
{Maintain pm in the range [pmLB,pmUB]}
if pm < pmLB then
pm= pmLB
else if pm > pmUB then
pm= pmUB

The fitness value for the entire genotype is given as the average of the fitness contribution of each locus fi
by:
f ( x) =

{
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other K epistatic genes could be chosen in any number of ways from the N genes in the genotype. Kauffman
[16] investigated two possibilities: adjacent neighborhoods, where K genes nearest to gene xi on the
chromosome are chosen, particularly a gene interacts with K/2 left and K/2 right adjacent genes; and random
neighborhoods, where these K other genes are chosen randomly on the chromosome. In this work we adopted
the first type of neighbourhood and considered circular genotypes to avoid boundary effects. The fitness
contribution fi of xi is taken at random from a uniform distribution [0.0, 1.0] and depends upon its value and
those present in K other genes among the N. Each gene has associated a fitness table, mapping each of the
2K+1 possible combinations of alleles to a random, real value number in the range [0,1]. Fig. 1 gives an
example of the fitness function function f4 x4 , x41 , x4 2 associated to gene x4 for N=8 and K=2. Gene x4 is

(

)

linked to two other genes, in this case, the gene to both sides, x41 and x4 2 .

Fig. 1. An example of a genotype and a fitness table associated to gene x4 for a problem with N=8 and K=2.

4. Experimental Setup
In order to observe and compare the effect on performance of our adaptive GA, we use a GA with fixed
mutation probability. For comparison purposes, we use six different mutation probability values for the GA,
ranging from 0.005 to 0.5, i.e from very low to very high probabilities values. We denote the GA variants as
GA_pm, for example: GA_0.05 is a GA using a mutation probability equal to 0.05.
To perform subsequent comparisons, the whole population (μ) of all evaluated models is composed of 32
individuals. By default, the initial population is randomly generated. At each iteration, the number of created
offspring λ is 64. The maximum number of generations is fixed to 10000. Each parent is selected by binary
tournament selection. The uniform crossover operator is applied with a probability of 0.65. Bit-flip mutation
is used. Fitness proportional selection and elitism are used to build up the next population from the set of
(μ+λ) individuals. Note that, the population for the next generation keeps non-repeated individuals. These
parameters (population size, stop criterion, probabilities, etc.) are chosen after an examination of some values
previously used with success in [1]. In APmGA we consider the factor α as 0.001, the ε is set to 0.5 and the
initial probability mutation is 1/N; these values are have been “optimized” through a previous hand-tuning
process comparing it versus other different values. In Table 1, we summarize the whole setting of parameters
values used in these experiments.

Table 1. Parametric values used for the different GAs

Algorithm

GA_pm
and
APmGA

Parameter

Value

Parents selection
μ
λ
Crossover Op.
and its prob.
Mutation Op.
Replacement Selection

Binary tournament
32
64
UX
0.65
Bit-flip
The best (μ+λ)

non-repeated individuals
Stop condition
GA_pm

pm values
Initial pm value

APmGA

α
ε

10000 generations
0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1,
0.25, 0.5
0.01
0.001
0.5

We conduct our study on NK instances with N=96 bits varying the epistatic relations from K=0 to K=48 in
increments of 4, adding up to 13 instances. We use landscapes with adjacent epistatic patterns among genes.
For each combination of N and K we generated 30 random problem instances.
The algorithms are implemented inside MALLBA [3], a C++ software library fostering rapid prototyping
of hybrid and parallel algorithms. Our computing system is a cluster of 8 machines with AMD Phenom8450
Triple-core Processor at 2GHz with 2 GB of RAM, linked by Gigabit, under Linux with 2.6.27-4GB kernel
version.
In order to get concluding results from the comparison made, we have performed some statistical tests on
the results. Before performing the statistical tests, we first check whether the data follow a normal distribution
by applying the Shapiro-Wilks test. When the data are normally distributed, we perform an ANOVA test.
Otherwise, the tool we use is the Kruskal-Wallis test. This statistical study allows us to asses if there are
meaningful differences among the compared algorithms with 95% confidence level.

5. Experimental Results
In this section, we compare the performance of APmGA against the GA variants. Our aim is to offer an
analysis from the accuracy (quality) and performance points of view. For this purpose, this section consists of
two parts. First, we analyze the solutions quality obtained by the studied algorithms. In the second part, we
study the computational effort of each algorithm.
5.1. Analysis of the Algorithmic Behavior Considering the Quality Solutions
In order to evaluate the quality of solutions, we begin showing the effect of mutation probability on the
performance of GA variants and APmGA. The Fig. 2 plots the best solutions observed over the 30 runs for
each K value and each algorithm. From this figure, we can see that using small pm values (in the range
[0.01..0.001]) allows the GA to find higher solutions than GA variants. APmGA also obtains promising
solutions for the majority of the instances: in 11 of the 13 instances outperforms both GA_0.01 and
GA_0.001, meanwhile in 8 of the 13 instances to GA_0.005. The reason for this quality improvement is due
to that APmGA adapts the pm keeping it at very low values (pm < 0.01).
In the following, we compare the APmGA solutions against the ones of the GA variants by using the
percentage gap. This measure is the relative distance to the average of the best solutions obtained by APmGA
(best_solAPmGA) and the average of the best solutions found by the GAs variants, as described in Equation 2.
gap =

best _ sol APmGA − GA _ p m
× 100
best _ sol APmGA

(2)
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Fig. 2. Best values for each algorithm

Hence, Table 2 shows the gap values of each GA variants on each problem instance. Positive values
indicate superiority of the results obtained by the proposed APmGA, while negative values indicate the
opposite condition. Additionally, we show the results of the statistical tests in the comparison of the different
algorithms for each tested instance in the last column. Symbol ’+’ means that significant differences where
found at 95% confidentiality, and cells with distinct backgrounds in the same row means the respective GA
variants behave statically different for the given instance. For example, in the last row (K=48), we see that the
APmGA, GA_0.001 and GA_0.005 are similar among them and different from the remaining GA variants.
As we can see in Table 2, APmGA outperforms the GA variants with pm ≥ 0.01 for all instances, except
GA_0.01 for K=4. Comparing the APmGA with GA_0.001, we observe positive gaps in 10 of 13 instances.
The worst APmGA performance is detected when it is compared with GA_0.005. However, in general the
APmGA performance is statistically similar to the performance of the GA variants with pm ≤ 0.01 (white
Table 2. Gap values for GA-pm

K

APmGA

0

0.0000

GA_0.001
0.4459

GA_0.005
-0.3336

GA_0.01
1.3977

GA_0.05
4.9839

GA_0.1
0.0008

GA_0.25
0.0010

GA_0.5
0.0009

KW
+

4

0.0000

2.0289

-0.1830

-0.3995

4.7354

0.0004

0.0010

0.0011

+

8

0.0000

1.6732

-0.8482

0.2738

4.5586

0.0003

0.0010

0.0010

+

12

0.0000

1.1988

-0.0886

0.5666

4.9198

0.0005

0.0009

0.0009

+

16

0.0000

1.8851

0.4904

1.2934

4.8211

0.0007

0.0010

0.0009

+

20

0.0000

0.7867

-0.1024

1.3855

4.7959

0.0008

0.0010

0.0010

+

24

0.0000

0.0919

-0.6932

0.8048

4.6523

0.0008

0.0009

0.0009

+

28

0.0000

1.4750

0.5160

2.1006

5.9582

0.0009

0.0010

0.0010

+

32

0.0000

0.2774

-0.5021

1.0212

4.8235

0.0009

0.0010

0.0010

+

36

0.0000

0.2587

0.0148

2.0957

4.8766

0.0009

0.0009

0.0009

+

40

0.0000

-0.1142

0.4662

1.3502

5.0510

0.0008

0.0010

0.0009

+

44

0.0000

-0.6830

-0.2203

1.0653

4.1470

0.0009

0.0010

0.0009

+

48

0.0000

-1.2569

0.1652

1.6656

4.4152

0.0010

0.0010

0.0009

+

background). Furthermore, these variants and APmGA outperforms the remaining GAs with fixed pm ≥ 0.05
(grayscale background). This suggests that the best behaviour of a GA for this kind of problem is obtained
when the mutation probability is very low. This means that our adaptive strategy makes appropriate changes
in the pm value in order to obtain high quality solutions. Another issue to emphasize is that the adaptive
approach implicitly helps in minimizing the work involved in the selection of the appropriate mutation rate to
solve the problem.
5.1. Analysis of the Algorithmic Behavior Considering the Computational Effort
Regarding the convergence velocity, Fig. 3 shows the mean number of generations for each algorithm.
Each bar corresponds to the average of mean number of generations to reach the best value for each instance,
averaged over the 30 independent runs. We can see that APmGA needs more numerical effort than GA
variants. However, the statistical tests performed indicate that the differences among the algorithms are not
significant. As a consequence, the proposed adaptive GA not only computes accurate solutions with high
fitness values, but also exhibits a similar convergence velocity than the GA variants with fixed mutation
probability during the evolution.
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Fig. 3. Mean number of generations for each
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Finally, we analyze the GA variants and APmGA behaviors considering the execution time. If we examine
the average amount of time necessary to execute the algorithms in Fig. 4, we can see that APmGA presents
similar execution times than the majority of the GA variants. The previous observation suggests that our
proposal does not add significant computational time to compute the Shannon entropy at the end of each
epoch, which is the base of our control strategy. The statistical tests have provided these results with 95%
confidence level.
A remarkable point here is that our proposal provides an additional source of time savings, since we avoid
the pre-tuning phase of one parameter of the algorithm. Indeed, APmGA needs 75 hours of execution to
obtain the results from the 30 independent executions for the entire set of instances addressed in this work (13
instances). For the GA variants, seven values have been considered for the mutation probability. Let us
assume it takes 73 hours of computation for each variant, therefore 73 × 7 = 511 hours of computation have
been required. This means that APmGA has allowed us to avoid running 6 configurations, thus saving 436
hours of pre-tuning: the time has been reduced by 85%.
Summarizing the results, the behavior of APmGA is very promising, since it can obtain high quality
solutions in similar execution times than any GA variants, obtaining an important reduction in the pre-tuning
time.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we present an adaptive GA (APmGA) that guides the genetic search using an adaptive
strategy to control the mutation probability. This strategy is based on the variations of the population entropy
between the current and previous epoch. The main goal of APmGA is to modify the mutation probability
value during the evolution without external control, in order to prevent the premature convergence and find
high quality solutions. Furthermore, this proposal reduces the pre-tuning time to determinate the most
appropriate mutation probability value to enhance the algorithm performance.
The results obtained by our adaptive algorithm are very encouraging, since it can obtain high quality
solutions than any GA variants with fixed mutation probabilities, and also exhibits a similar convergence
velocity. An important remark is that our proposal does not add significant computational time by applying
the control strategy to adapt the mutation probability values. Finally, as the APmGA dynamically determines
the mutation rate during the search, this adaptive method helps to alleviate the setting time required, by at
least 85%, to determine the best mutation rate in traditional GAs, which implies a costly exploration.
As a future work, we propose to study more sophisticated criteria for the adaptation, also possibly
including in this process the probability of recombination. Furthermore, another extension to this work can be
the analysis of the effectiveness of this adaptive approach over other complex problems.
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